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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to show how one may construct from a synchronous
interaction category  such as SProc  a corresponding asynchronous version Signif
icantly  it is not a simple Kleisli construction  but rather arises due to particular
properties of a monad combined with the existence of a certain type of distributive
law
Following earlier work we consider those synchronous interaction categories which
arise from model categories through a quotiented span construction SProc arises
in this way from labelled transition systems The quotienting is determined by a
cover system which expresses bisimulation Asynchrony is introduced into a model
category by a monad which  in the case of transition systems  adds the ability
to idle To form a process category atop this two further ingredients are required
pullbacks in the Kleisli category  and a cover system to express weak bisimulation
The technical results of the paper provide necessary and sucient conditions for
a Kleisli category to have nite limits Furthermore  they show how distributive
laws can be used to induce cover systems on such Kleisli categories These provide
the ingredients for the construction of asynchronous settings
  Introduction
The Interaction Categories of Abramsky   promise to provide a unied se
mantic framework for concurrent and functional programming together with a
useful type discipline for concurrent programming The key example SProc
a category of synchronous processes was shown in   to arise as a span
category quotiented by a cover system This paper develops the general cate
gorical machinery for introducing asynchrony in such process categories and
illustrates these techniques through a reconstruction of AbramskysASProc
a category of asynchronous processes  	

An asynchronous process category is constructed in the same manner as
a synchronous process category and thus its construction involves two steps
 
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identifying an appropriate model category and selecting a cover system to
express bisimulation As the rst step an asynchronous model category arises
from a synchronous model category as the Kleisli category of a monad which
adds the ability to idle As Kleisli categories do not generally have pullbacks
the description of those monads which support the process construction con
stitutes the main technical result of the paper As the second step cover
systems on asynchronous model categories arise from cover systems on syn
chronous model categories through certain distributive laws  in the case of
ASProc the distributive law elides idling Although we illustrate the the
ory through the construction of ASProc the method can be applied more
generally in a sequel we will show how it is applied in the game theoretic
interaction categories of  
Synchronous Processes
To construct the process category SProc one can begin with the model cat
egory Tran of deterministic transition systems The objects of Tran are












































As put forth in   one can view a span of maps in Tran
BA
P gf
as a process A B the endpoints A and B serve as interface specications
and the legs f and g determine the visible eect of transitions in the apex P 










and thus to a proto morphism of SProc Span composition given by pull
back implements the composition of morphisms in SProc which is given
by restricted parallel composition in the sense of SCCS  Finite products
in Tran induce a tensor on SProc which corresponds to the synchronous
product without communication of SCCS
Finally bisimulation equivalence of processes is given by the class of maps
used by  
 to characterize bisimulation equivalence of transition systems
Asynchronous Processes
The model category used to construct ASProc arises from a monad D on




 t to abbreviate s  x  t and s
x




















A span in the Kleisli category Tran
D




and is viewed as an asynchronous process A B each action of the apex
P may correspond to a silent action at either or both interfaces When viewed
through the underlying functor of the Kleisli construction such processes are
idle in the sense of Milner  Furthermore pullbacks and products in Tran
D
yield the notions of composition and tensor product that one expects for asyn
chronous processes
Given a transition system A the transition system MA has actions corre


























M is an endofunctor on Tran and the operation of removing idle actions is a
natural transformation   MD M  In fact  is a distributive law and thus




 Tran The preimage of M

on the cover
system for strong bisimulation is the cover system for weak bisimulation Fur
thermore this functor extends via the process construction to an embedding
of ASProc in SProc
As much of the structure of SProc can be identied in the model category
Tran the question of what synchronous structure passes to the asynchronous
setting is answered through the general theory of lifting functorial structure
developed in section 	 Unfortunately very little structure does lift neither
the product nor the coproduct of Tran induce a functor of the appropriate
sort on Tran
D
 The latter is the functorial analogue of the fact that weak
bisimulation is not a congruence with respect to summation
Overview
Section 
 desribes the basic construction of process categories as span cat
egories quotiented by cover systems Section 	 is concerned with obtaining
asynchronous model categories and begins by reviewing the Kleisli construc
tion on a monad We then characterize a class of monads whose Kleisli cat
egories admit the construction of processes Afterwards we consider when
synchronous constructions are inherited by an asynchronous model category
by extending the standard results about lifting functorial structure over mon
ads Section  summarizes the construction of ASProc and shows how weak




This section reviews the techniques used to construct a category of processes as
a span category quotiented by a cover system It describes the model category
Tran of transition systems used to construct SProc as well as the functorial
structure of Tran used later to construct ASProc
  Notation
For generality we describe the category of transition systems and its functorial
structure in a lextensive category see   or   Such categories have nite







 are pullbacks if and only if the top row is a coproduct Although the
path construction on transition systems is described in Set we conjecture that











coproduct injections We write  for the diagonal map of the product r as
the codiagonal map of the coproduct and a and s as the associativity and
symmetry maps of either We assume that both and  associate to the left
with  having binding precedence over 
A club is a monad whose functor is stable ie preserves pullbacks and
whose unit and multiplication natural transformations are cartesian ie all
naturality squares are pullbacks  see Kelly 	 Finally a double pullback






Let C be a lextensive category The category of deterministic transition sys
tems outlined in the introduction is constructed in C as follows
















We will use these two views interchangably as convenient when dening the
functorial structure of TranC
Note that to check commutivity of a diagram in TranC once it is estab
lished that the maps involved are in TranC it suces to check commutivity
of the state and label components Thus for instance to show a transfor
mation is natural it suces to show that its state and label components are
natural
TranC has nite limits with pullbacks and a nal object given compo
nentwise and an initial object which has a single initial state and no labels
   A delay monad
The functor D  TranC  TranC gives a transition system the ability to












D is given componentwise by the identity and exception monads and is itself
a monad the unit 
A
injects a transition system A into the more premissive
DA and the multiplication 
A
unies in DA the two separate idle actions of
DDA
Proposition  D is a club on TranC
Proof It is sucient to show that D is welldened on maps ie Df 




























Note that the functor D turns initial objects into nal objects the signif
icance being that  will be nal in the Kleisli category of D
Proposition  D is nal in TranC
    A path monad
The functor M  Tran  Tran constructs a transition system whose states
are the same as the original but whose actions correspond to sequences of
actions of the original











 fs     s j s Sg
R
i
 fs  a    t j 	u s  a  u R 
 u    t R
i
g
The state and label components of M are given by the identity and list
monads respectively the label components of the unit and multiplication are
thus
inj  A  A
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  s  append attens
Proposition  M is a club on Tran
Proof MA is a deterministic transition system as all R
i
are deterministic
and involve distinct labels The eect of M on maps is given componentwise
by the identity and list monads and a simple induction on the structure of
the labels shows this is welldened
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To see M is stable let P be the pullback

of f and g and consider the













 Q  MP such that s  t  s  t and l m  zipl m An
induction on the structure of the labels of Q shows h

is welldened To see
that h

is the inverse of h it is sucient to consider the label component and
note that unzip zip is the identity on AB
 
 and zipunzip is the identity





As with D M turns initial objects into nal objects
Proposition  M is nal in Tran
Consider an object MDA which results by performing the path construc
tion upon a transition system with delays There is a natural map 
A

MDA  MA which strips idle components from the actions sequences of






Proposition   MD M is a cartesian natural transformation
Proof 
A
is seen to be a map by induction on the structure of the labels of
MDA Suppose s    t MDA
i     implies s  t and s       t MA
ii   a  m implies there exists u  S
A
such that s  a  u  DA and
u m  t  MDA Furthermore u  m  t MA by inductive hypoth
esis If a  
A
then s  a  u  A and so s    a  m  t  MA
Otherwise u  s and so s    m  t MA












Dene k  Q MDA such that for states s  s

  s and for labels

We take the pullback of f  A   C and g  B   C in Set to be fa  b jfa  gbg 




k    m   k m
ka    fa  m a  k m
k is seen to be a map by induction on the structure of the labels of Q and is
then seen to be the inverse of h componentwise  
We will see later that  is a distribution which allows us to obtain weak
equivalence of asynchronous processes
  Cover systems
Cover systems capture the properties required of a class of maps to induce a
congruence on a span category and thus to provide a compositional notion of
equivalence on processes A detailed development of the results sketched here
can be found in  
Let X be a category with pullbacks
De nition 	 A collection X of the maps of X is a cover system provided
it contains all isomorphisms is closed under composition and is closed under
pulling back along arbitrary maps  ie if x is in X and the following is a




Examples of cover systems in any category are the isomorphisms I the
retractions R and the monicsM We say that a cover system X is leftfactor
closed if f is in X whenever both g and f  g are in X  Thus I and M are
leftfactor closed cover systems The cartesian maps of any bration also form
a leftfactor closed cover system
Let X be a cover system on X
De nition 
 A commuting square in X is an X pullback if the induced





A pullback is an X pullback for any X  and a map f in X is an X 
map if and only if the square f    f   is an X pullback Coverpullbacks







the outer square is an X pullback whenever  and 
 are X pullbacks and
 is an X pullback whenever 
 is a pullback and the outer square is an
X pullback
As the unit  of a club T     is cartesian the functor T reects covers
and reects pullbacks and consequently reects cover pullbacks These facts
are useful to establish the results of section 	
One method of obtaining cover systems on model categories is as follows
If S is a sketch and a an arrow of S then the morphisms of ModS X for
which the naturality square corresponding to a is an X pullback form a cover
system on ModS X Furthermore this cover system is leftfactor closed
whenever X is leftfactor closed
Thus any cover system C on C yields the following cover system on TranC
De nition  	
C
is the class of maps f  A  B of TranC for which






In Tran for instance a map f  A  B of 	
I
has the square above a
pullback which means that each transition from a state fs of B is the image
via f of a unique transition from state s of A A map f  A  B of 	
R
has
the property that each transition from a state fs is the image of at least one
transition from s Note that 	
M
does not provide a particularly useful cover
system as it contains the map   A for all objects A of TranC
Later in the paper we show how weak bisimulation arises If X is a cover
system on X and G  Y  X takes pullbacks to X pullbacks then G

X 
is a cover system on Y which is leftfactor closed whenever X is leftfactor
closed The cover system for weak bisimulation is obtained by constructing a
stable functor from the Kleisli category Tran
D





From any category X with pullbacks one can form the bicategory of spans in
X see Benabou   the objects are those of X cells A  B are spans
f  g in X and 













commutes in X Span composition is given by pullback  ie f  g h  k is





A cover system X on X induces a congruence on spans f  g and h  k








commutes in X Quotienting cells by this congruence one obtains a category
ProcX X   processes on X upto X bisimulation
Certainly the simplest examples of this construction are span categories
and categories of relations forX with pullbacks ProcX I is written SpanX
and for E a regular category ProcE  E is written RelE It is shown in  
that ProcTran 	
R
 is equivalent to SProc and furthermore that SProc
arises as the process category on a variety of related model categories
The construction of process categories can be viewed as a 
functor Proc
The domain of the construction Proc is the 
category Cov whose cells
X X  are categories with cover systems cells F  X X   Y Y are
functors X  Y which are coverstable or X stable in that X pullbacks are
taken to Ypullbacks and 
cells   F  G  X X   Y Y are natural
transformations F  G which are covercartesian or Ycartesian in that all
naturality squares are Ypullbacks Thus any functorial structure on X will
occur also in ProcX X  provided the functors and natural transformations
involved exist in Cov For functors F  ProcF  applies F to each leg of a





 It is shown in   that ProcX X  is compact closed for
any X when X has products and that ProcX X  has biproducts whenever
coproducts in X are given by a Covadjunction
Note that a functor G  X  Y is a coverstable functor X X  
Y Y if and only if G preserves covers and takes pullbacks to Ypullbacks
Thus any G  X X   Y Y can be factored into a coverincreasing map
X X   X  G

Y followed by a coverre





to consist of those functors I  X X   Y Y for which
I  X  Y is an isomorphism and C
R






 is an E Mfactorization system on Cov
Proof Each class clearly contains all isomorphisms and is closed to compo

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sition Suppose the following commutes with I  C
I



















need not preserve covers but if y  Y
then Hy  RGI

y  W and thus GI

y  Z  
 Asynchronous model categories
This section is concerned with introducing asynchrony into model categories
via monads We begin by reviewing the Kleisli construction and the standard
results relevant to the subsequent development We then identify a class of
monads whose Kleisli categories admit the construction of processes  in
particular monads whose Kleisli categories have pullbacks A cover system
on the underlying category induces a canonical cover system on the Kleisli
category and we characterize abstractly the conditions for lifting functorial
structure in Cov over these monads
 Review of the Kleisli construction
A monad on a category X is a functor T  X  X together with natural
transformations   Id  T the unit and   TT  T the multiplication











A club is a monad whose functor is stable and whose natural transformations
are cartesian
Example  For X an object of a lextensive category C the monad of
exceptions is a club on C the functor is  X and the unit and multiplication
are given by the transformations b

and a r of the coproduct  
Example  In a locos the list monad is a club the functor is  
 
 and the
unit and multiplication are inj  A  A
 





Given any monad T     on X one forms the Kleisli category X
T
as
follows The objects are those of X while maps A  B are given by maps
f  A  TB in X Identities id
A
are given by 
A
in X and the composition
of maps f  A  B and g  B  C is given in X by f Tg

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 X  X
T
associated with the
Kleisli construction the free functor F
T
postcomposes  to the maps of X
and the underlying functor U
T
takes a map g in X
T
to Tg The counit 	 at
A is given in X by the identity on TA
Given monads T     and S  
   on X and Y respectively there are
precise conditions for lifting functors G  X  Y through the Kleisli con
struction A natural transformation   GT  SG allows one to turn a map

















commute for all A in X A natural transformation  with this property is
called a distribution for G
Example  In a lextensive category C distributions for both the product
and coproduct functors are given by a combination of symmetrymultiplication
and tensorial strength 

 T B  T  B In each case  is a distribution
for the functor  B  
An important special case of a distribution  for G is when S is the identity




 Y if and only if G  Id
G
and G 
 commute for all A in X Such a distribution is called a T action for G
Example  For any monad T  the multiplication   TT  T is a T 
action which lifts the functor T to the underlying functor U
T
  





for the exception monad Furthermore   MD  M is an action for the





 Tran is a functor  
Turning now to the lifting of natural transformations let G and H be
functors X  Y with distributions  and  respectively A natural transfor


















commutes for all A in X Such a transformation  is said to respect the
distributions  and 
Example  In a lextensive category the injections b
i
and cocopy map r
of the coproduct and the projections p
i
of the product respect the associated




The Kleisli construction on a 
category X can be seen as a 
functor into
X The domain is the 
category DistX whose cells are monads T in X
cells T  S are given by distributions   GT  SG of X and 
cells
   are given by natural transformations   G  H of X which respect
the distributions as described above There is a related 
category of arrows
LiftX whose cells are again monads in X cells T  S are liftings
or pairs G G








cells are pillows or pairs
 







 The following result appears to be folklore
Theorem  DistX is isomorphic to LiftX
The proof is based on the fact that the cells of LiftX correspond exactly
to distributions see  
  Covered Kleisli categories
Here we consider how to obtain a Kleisli category which lies in the domain
of the process construction The rst step is to identify those clubs whose
Kleisli categories have pullbacks We then show how additional restrictions
allow cover systems in the underlying category to be lifted
Finitely complete Kleisli categories
It is not dicult to show that a square p f  q g is a pullback in a Kleisli
categoryX
T
if and only if its image via the underlying functor U
T
is a pullback
in X  so U
T
reects as well as preserves pullbacks However this provides
little guidance for constructing pullbacks in X
T

Let T     be a club on a category X with pullbacks We say that T is
a stable monad when the associated Kleisli category has pullbacks
Proposition 	 T     is stable if and only if there exists a stable functor











is a pullback for all A in X
Proof Note that 	
A
 the counit of the Kleisli adjunction is taken by U to 
A
in X So if X
T
has pullbacks the pullback of 	
A
along itself is taken by U to
the diagram above It is not dicult to show that P is a stable functor and
that  and  are cartesian natural transformations
Conversely if P   and  are as stated a pullback of f and g in X
T
is
given by a pullback of Uf and Ug in X which lies in the image of U  forming
	
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a pullback in X as T is stable and  is cartesian and thus x  y is a pullback
of f and g in X
T
  






when referring to the
additional components of a stable club T    
Given pullbacks one secures nite limits in the presence of a nal object
It is easily seen that
Proposition 
 Z is nal in X
T
if and only if TZ is nal in X
Example  In a lextensive category any exception monad  X is stable




 The additional structure of a stable monad arises
from the isomorphism 

 AX X  AX X which serves to swap
the order of exceptions The required pullback is constructed in the following





































































 are easily shown to commute and are thus pullbacks as opposing
sides are isomorphisms  
Example  The delay monad D on TranC is a stable monad as it is





has nite limits  
Lifting cover systems
We are interested in monads which exist in the 
category Cov so in addi
tion to preserving pullbacks the functors must also preserve the chosen cover
system If T is a stable monad on a category X with a cover system X  then
we refer to T as X stable or coverstable provided T preserves X and has
the property that every isomorphism j of X
T
is F i for some isomorphism i
of X For T an X stable monad on X
De nition  X
T
is the class of maps F
T
X  in X
T








is leftfactor closed if and only if X is leftfactor closed
Proof We show only i as ii is straightforward X
T
contains all isomor
phisms by denition and is closed to composition as F
T
is a functor To see
that X
T
is closed to pullback suppose x  X and f  X
T
 The following















y  X as T preserves and reects X  and thus Fy  X
T
  
Even if all isomorphisms of X
T
do not arise by lifting isomorphisms of X
one can obtain a cover system by adding all isomorphisms to F
T
X  and then









 whenever  is monic and the following is a










Proof Suppose f is an isomorphism with inverse g in X
T
 Then f Tg  



















Similarly there exists k such that g  F
T
k Furthermore h k   and
kh   as   b

is monic  
Example  In a lextensive category C with cover system C the exception
monad is Cstable provided coproducts preserve C
Proof Coproduct injections are monic in a lextensive category and the pull













Example  The delay monad D is 	
C
stable on TranC provided coprod
ucts in C preserve C
Proof To see that D preserves 	
C
maps suppose f  A  B  	
C
 Then



























 Lifting functorial structure
We now extend the standard conditions for lifting functorial structure above
monads to conditions for lifting functors and natural transformations of Cov
above coverstable monads
Let T     and S  
   be coverstable monads on X X  and Y Y
respectively G  X X   Y Y and   GT  SG a Ycartesian
























is a Ydouble pullback for all A in X
Proof  The pullback of 	
A






















Since S reects coverpullbacks the diagram in question is a Ydouble pull
back
 If h f  k g is an X
T
pullback then as U
T
preserves and T reects































































g is a pullback in Y
S
 as the following equations hold
in Y
Gh  y p  y 
Sp 
Gk  y q  y 
Sq 





Unfortunately rather few examples of distributions involving the exception
monad are coverstable In particular the distributions for  andare neither
stable nor Rstable To see why suppose T and S are exception monads in
that the stable monad structure comes from twist maps t and s respectively
































For both  and  
 is pullback but  is neither a pullback nor an R
pullback as the inscribed pullback is larger
Example 	 In a lextensive category 

of example  is a stable dis
tribution for  B over the exception monad  X
Proof Since  is an isomorphism 
 is a pullback and  will be a pullback











This is given by coherence for symmetric monoidal categories  
Example 
 Consequently the distribution for the delay monad functor
and the unit delay functor on TranC is coverstable  
As monad actions will provide another means of obtaining cover systems
on Kleisli categories we note the following instance of proposition 	







  Y Y if and only if the following is a Ypullback for









Obvious examples are again given by identity transformations and multi
plications for coverstable monads

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 Set is a stable functor









It is easily seen to commute as each route simply strips the three distinct
exceptions from each element of A To see that it is a pullback let h




 Dene k  Q  A as
follows
k      
k      

 k   
k    a m 

 k  a m
k    m 
 
 k  m
ka     m 
 
 ka   m
k     m 

 k m
ka    a m a  k m
where a  
A
 An induction on the structure of Q shows that k is the inverse
of h  
It is then an easy consequence that





 Tran is a stable functor
Proof Let h be the map to the pullback Q of  and  and dene k  Q 
MD

A such that for states s  s  s and for labels  m   m To
see that k is the inverse of h it suces to check that k is a map This is seen
by induction on the structure of the labels of Q  
We now turn to lifting the natural transformations of Cov Let G and
H be functors X X   Y Y with coverstable distributions  and 
respectively and   F  G












 if and only if the































As  is cartesian ! is a Ypullback and thus the required square is a Y
pullback as S reects Ypullbacks



































which implies   is Y
S
cartesian  
Example  The unit and multiplication of the exception monad respect
the associated distributions and thus one exception monad can be lifted over
another




















One may ask whether the Kleisli construction in the 
categorical sense
exists in Cov Unfortunately the answer is no Although the functors F and
U are coverstable and the unit  is cartesian the counit 	 is not cartesian






 f  FUf  	
B






Given proposition 	 this is certainly not the case
Although it is not the Kleisli construction in Cov the construction of
asynchronous model categories can be characterized by an analogue of theorem
	 Let CSDistX be the subcategory of DistX whose cells are cover
stable monads cells are coverstable distributions and 
cells respect the
distributions in the sense of proposition 	
	
Proposition  CSDistX is a  category




















coverstable functors The following shows that G is a coverstable distri































Let CSLiftX be the subcategory of LiftX whose cells are those mon
ads which are coverstable cells are liftings whose components are cover
stable and 
cells are pillows whose components are covercartesian We can
now state the analogue of theorem 	 which characterizes the construction of
asynchronous model categories presented in this section
Theorem  CSDistX is isomorphic to CSLiftX
Proof Any coverstable lifting corresponds to a distribution and thus the
result is immediate from propositions 	 and 	
	  
 Asynchronous Processes
This section summarizes the construction of ASProc using the techniques of
the previous section First we examine the notions of asynchronous compo





category We then show how weak bisimulation equivalence arises from a sta
ble functor from the asynchronous to the synchronous model category This
functor also provides an embedding of ASProc into SProc
The Kleisli category Tran
D
 as shown in the previous section has nite







Given maps g  P  B and h  Q  B in Tran
D
 their pullback consists

































  hy  g
together with the obvious projections Thus at their shared interface the ac
tions of a composite process P Q correspond either to synchronization of each
process on a common action or to silent actions by either process indepen



































which allows transitions by both components simultaneously as well as in
dependent transitions by either component Thus the general machinery of
the process construction yields exactly what one expects for composition and
tensor product of asynchronous processes
The canonical cover system 	
R
D
given by the free functor of the Kleisli
construction serves to lift the strong bisimulation equivalence of SProc into
the asynchronous setting Under this equivalence asynchronous processes
A  B are related exactly when related as processes DA  DB of
SProc Thus processes such as x and x with dierent internal structure
are distinguished One can use the factorization system of the 
category
Cov to understand how weaker cover systems are obtained A monad action
  GD  G as in corollary 	






the asynchronous model category The monad multiplication   DD  D
is a Daction giving rise to the underlying functor U  and induces a cover
system which is only slightly weaker than 	
R
D
 It can equate processes which
dier in their internal actions but still requires related processes to be strongly
bisimilar with respect to visible actions So although processes such as x and
x are equated processes such as xy and xy are not
Weak bisimulation equivalence is obtained from the action   MD M 











 To see how the induced equivalence on processes corresponds to weak
bisimulation note that any span A B is equivalently specied as a map
P  AB of Tran
D
 Two such spans f  P  AB and g  Q  AB
are weakly bisimilar in the presence of a symmetric relation S on the states




MP implies that there exists q





MQ and gm  f
Proposition  Two spans A  B are 	
R

bisimilar if and only if they
are weakly bisimilar
Proof The implication is easily seen To see the converse suppose S is a
weak bisimulation of the spans Form a transition system R whose states are
















g Note that R is a subobject of the pullback
of f and g which may ignore unreachable states It is straightforward to shown




Note that the formulation of weak bisimulation in this setting corresponds
very closely to the rst denition given by Milner in   rather than the

















  SProc which preserves the tensor
product Although it is not the generally case that a faithful functor G which





The motivation of this work was to understand the construction of asyn
chronous processes using the categorical formulation of bisimulation advocated
in  
 and the view of processes proposed in   Once the technical dust
settles what emerges is a direct categorical interpretation of Milners original
description of asynchrony
In the view of process algebra provided by SProc and ASProc asyn
chrony arises through a well known categorical construction a distributive
law The theory developed in the paper is quite general and suggests that
one should look for such structure in other settings We are already aware
that these techniques can be used to describe the game theoretic interaction
categories of   as well as examples not considered in the literature such as
a noninterleaving version of SProc built upon event structures or transition
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